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ABSTRACT
Objective: To reflect on the perception of nurses working in Primary Health Care about the development of the COVID-19 vaccination campaign. Method: This is a participatory action qualitative study, based on the methodological theoretical precepts by Paulo Freire, which consists of three interconnected phases: Thematic Research, Coding and Decoding, and Critical Unveiling. Three virtual Culture Circles were held between February and March 2021, with 11 nurses from Primary Health Care, residing in Santa Catarina, Brazil. Results: Nurses defined two themes for discussion in the Culture Circle: 1. Matches in the COVID-19 vaccination campaign, representing the potentialities; 2. Mismatches in the COVID-19 vaccination campaign, in which the weaknesses were revealed. Conclusion: Nurses indicated potentialities such as teamwork, with hope, motivation, and joy in the vaccination campaign operationalization, through innovative and old actions. They also highlighted weaknesses such as lack of specific training and communication, difficulties with recording and application of the immunobiological, mentioning the anti-vaccine movement and the intense work, which requires adjustments to improve assistance to the population.
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INTRODUCTION

The pandemic caused by Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) affected the world, showing high mortality and transmissibility. Due to its severity and rapid progression, medications were used, but none of them were specific for the disease\(^{(1)}\). In this scenario, the vaccine emerged as a real possibility to stop the advance of COVID-19 in the world, aiming to reduce cases of worsening with a consequent decrease in deaths.

The race for the COVID-19 vaccine is still a challenge, but it is already being viable due to the investments and partnerships made by the governments of developed countries, pharmaceutical companies, and non-governmental institutions that seek safe and effective vaccines\(^{(2)}\). In Brazil, Fiocruz and Instituto Butantan were the most prominent in the research of COVID-19 vaccines, in partnership with international laboratories. Finally, in January 2021, given the urgency to save lives and avoid the collapse of the health system, part of the Brazilian population began to be vaccinated through the National Plan for the Operationalization of COVID-19 Vaccination\(^{(3)}\).

Vaccines are offered in Brazil by the Brazilian Public Health System (SUS), through the National Immunization Program (PNI), which is internationally recognized for its success in this area. However, ensuring access to doses requires extensive planning of production, storage, distribution, and vaccination campaigns. In the country, there are 36 thousand immunization rooms registered in the SUS\(^{(4)}\). However, in the pandemic situation, this number shows a significant increase, given the urgency to guarantee immunization to the greatest number of people, in the shortest time possible, according to the availability of immunobiologics.

When considering the reduced number of COVID-19 vaccine doses purchased by the Ministry of Health (MS), the PNI needed to establish priority groups to define the population to be immunized first, according to the greatest potential health risk\(^{(5)}\). According to data provided by the MS, around 13 million doses had already been applied in the Brazilian population until mid-March 2021\(^{(6)}\). It should be noted that the two immunobiologics available so far require two doses to complete the vaccine schedule. Therefore, the number of doses applied still does not correspond to the number of people immunized.

It should be noted that, since the launch of the PNI, the organization of the entire process involving vaccination is the responsibility of the nurse and the nursing team\(^{(6)}\). In confronting COVID-19, in various health sectors, the nursing teams evidenced the strength of their work as protagonists in care provision. Thus, in the COVID-19 vaccination campaign, these professionals continued to play a leading role, appearing as indispensable for achieving the desirable vaccination coverage.

Faced with such complexity and responsibility imposed by the pandemic scenario, the question is: **how is the development of the COVID-19 vaccination campaign taking place, in the nurses’ perception?** This is a new phenomenon, with few published studies on the subject, which warrants this investigation that aimed to reflect on the perception of nurses working in Primary Health Care (PHC) on the development of the COVID-19 vaccination campaign.

METHOD

**Type of Study**

This is a participation action qualitative study\(^{(7)}\), based on the precepts of educator Paulo Freire. Therefore, the Research Itinerary was followed, built based on its theoretical and philosophical framework, since Freire does not make formal conceptual structures explicit as a research strategy, but as a production of a method of awareness, of learning. Thus, the Itinerary integrates three dialectical and interconnected stages: I) Thematic Research; II) Coding and Decoding; III) Critical Unveiling\(^{(8)}\).

The Thematic Investigation is the first moment in which dialogue is encouraged, bringing out the generating themes, which are more broadly discussed and shared by the participants in the Culture Circle. Themes Coding is translated into contradictions and meanings of the situations experienced by the participants, and Decoding occurs when, through dialogue, one can recognize the reality, becoming aware of it through reflection on actions. In Critical Unveiling, the magical view is overcome, with critical reflection on reality in search of a transforming action, in a process of action-reflection\(^{(9)}\).

To go through the stages of the Research Itinerary, three Culture Circles were developed. These circles are a space formed by a group of people to discuss common themes through dialogical praxis, in a horizontal and participatory manner, to promote collective knowledge and achieve transformation of reality\(^{(6–9)}\). It should be noted that in the first two Culture Circles, nurses discussed the meanings of the COVID-19 vaccine. In the third, they reflected on the development of the vaccination campaign, and in this article the reflections emerging from the last meeting will be addressed.

**Design and Local of Study**

The study had the participation of nurses who worked in PHC in different locations in Santa Catarina, Brazil. To organize the research members, first a nurse from the researchers’ social network was invited by telephone. Through the snowball sampling method\(^{(10)}\), this nurse invited another participant to join the Culture Circle, and so on, with twelve professionals being invited and eleven agreeing to share the study, with one refusal.

As inclusion criteria, the following were considered: nurses working in PHC and who were working in the COVID-19 vaccination campaign. As exclusion criteria: not having access to the internet and electronic devices to participate and being on a leave during the study period.

In view of the pandemic scenario, the researchers chose to carry out the Culture Circles virtually\(^{(9)}\), using the digital platform Google Meet. The camera of electronic devices (computer or cell phone) was used to allow interaction among participants, even when they were geographically distant.
DATA COLLECTION

Three virtual Culture Circles (CCV) were held between February and March 2021, lasting approximately two hours each, having one of the authors as mediator, who is a nurse, Ph.D., with experience in this type of approach.

The researchers contacted all study participants by telephone, explaining the research objectives, when they defined the day and time for the first meeting. From then on, the second and third meetings were scheduled with the group, which decided together on the best day and time for them to happen.

To encourage dialogue and interactively go through the Freirean Research Itinerary, the mediator questioned the nurses about something symbolic that represented the moment they were experiencing and opted for the application of the COVID-19 vaccine. Thus, an analogy was made between the application of the vaccine and the phases of the Freirean Research Itinerary, through something concrete and current in the nurses’ experience, as illustrated in Figure 1.

For the Thematic Investigation, the first stage of the Freirean Itinerary, the mediator pointed out the various investigations that nurses carried out for the development of the COVID-19 vaccination campaign. Thus, with a syringe in her hands, symbolically containing the COVID-19 vaccine, she urged nurses to investigate and reflect, making the following question: how is the development of the COVID-19 vaccination campaign?

To answer the question, nurses were asked to write a word or phrase on the shared computer screen. All participants presented their perspectives to the group. After extensive dialogue, the mediator reread all the words described and encouraged the nurses to organize them, according to the reflections that emerged. Thus, the group defined two generating themes for discussion in the third


For the second stage of Freire’s Itinerary, Coding and Decoding, the mediator again held the syringe in her hands, showing that it was necessary and significant in the application of the COVID-19 vaccine. From then onwards, she invited the participants to seek meanings and expand their knowledge about the generating themes, making two questions: what are the matches found during the COVID-19 vaccination campaign? What are the mismatches found during the COVID-19 vaccination campaign?

The nurses talked about the matches and mismatches during the vaccination campaign, while the mediator registered, through a sentence, the main shared meanings. These notes were read to all nurses, aiming at validating them. The mediator instigated the continuation of reflections on the proposed themes, in a process of action-reflection, encouraging them to understand together the possibilities of facing shared challenges and transforming their reality.

In the Critical Unveiling, the last stage of the Freirean Itinerary, it was pointed out that society is anxiously awaiting the results of the COVID-19 vaccination. At that moment, the mediator encouraged the group to reflect on the possibilities of overcoming the challenges in the vaccination process and asked them: what was it like to have participated in this CCV? The nurses spoke about their participation in the Culture Circle, which ended with everyone singing together the chorus of the song “O que é, que é?”, by Gonzaguinha.

With the nurses’ due authorization, the CCV dialogues were recorded, transcribed, and organized in digital folders, according to the two generating themes chosen for discussion.

DATA ANALYSIS

The unveiling of the themes took place throughout the development of the CCV, as indicated in Paulo Freire’s Research Itinerary, in a continuous analytical process. Thus, it is worth noting that data analysis in the Freirean Research Itinerary takes place permanently, with the participation of all those involved in the Culture Circle.

ETHICAL ASPECTS

The research was compliant with the ethical principles of resolution 466/12 and 510/16, being approved by the Research Ethics Committee of the Universidade Federal da Fronteira Sul, with opinion number 4.068.387, on June 3, 2020. It should be noted that, in the first CCV, the mediator presented the research objectives and read the Free Informed Consent Form, inviting participants to sign and return it by email. To ensure anonymity, nurses were identified by the surname of nursing theorists.

RESULTS

Eleven nurses working in PHC, residing in different cities on the coast of Santa Catarina, Brazil, participated in the study, ten women and one man, with professional experience ranging from three to 20 years. During the CCV,
I've received several tributes, such as flowers and cakes. Society seems to be recognizing the importance of Nursing, being aware of how hard we are working in various sectors in this pandemic, to promote the population’s health (Levine).

In the reflections of the second generating theme, in which they revealed the mismatches, understood as difficulties during the vaccination campaign, the nurses highlighted the lack of effective communication among all those involved as one of the challenges, which has repercussions on obstacles in recording data, in the application of immunobiologics, and in confusion between the doses and vaccines available in the SUS. In this regard, they discussed about the need for more specific guidance for acting in vaccination:

We have serious problems of communication within all levels of care and this creates numerous problems (Peplau).

It’s complicated dealing with the records. When registering in the system, data are missing and sometimes these data do not match (Henderson).

There are difficulties even in the vaccine application, because there are professionals who are working on the campaign, but have no experience in handling and applying immunobiologics (Leninger).

We now have two vaccines available, Coronavac and AstraZeneca. Sometimes there is confusion between vaccines, between doses and schedules. It would be easier if we had a single dose and a single vaccine, as in the flu campaign (Orem).

We should have more specific guidance on various details, to avoid problems during the campaign and achieve more satisfactory results (Nightingale).

Another difficulty exposed was the intense work, with labor shortage, and the nurses believe that the campaign will be long. Moreover, they highlighted the feeling of intense heat, given the need to wear personal protective equipment (PPE) in non-refrigerated places, which even make it difficult to maintain the temperature of immunobiologics:

This campaign is taking a lot of work, because it will make workers spend a lot of time (Levine).
... besides the vaccine, we have to attend the general public and the entire situation of people diagnosed and suspected of COVID-19. So, there is labor shortage (King).

It's hard to wear all the PPEs with that heat in the drive-thru (...) it even makes it difficult to maintain the vaccines’ ideal temperature (Roy).

The need to carry out an active search and the anti-vaccination movement were also cited as obstacles for the nursing team:

There are people who are not returning for the second dose. Many older people have not yet registered to receive the vaccine. We have to make an active search, which also demands more time and personnel (Patterson).

I think the anti-vaccination movement is present in society and I have seen people who have the right to take the vaccine and don't want to, out of fear (Roy).

The nurses highlighted the relevance of participating in the CCV:

It was great to have participated in all the meetings and I felt relieved to know that in all places there are problems similar to ours here (Orem).

I was very happy to participate. I learned from you here, thank you very much (Patterson).

I appreciate that you listened to me and I was heard. I needed this, to share my yearnings (...) I leave this transformed (Nightingale).

DISCUSSION

COVID-19 vaccination is surrounded by symbols that show, exuberantly or subtly, the position of this strategy in the control of the pandemic. The concept that the vaccine provides unrestricted immunization may be the result of a magical thought that denotes exhaustion and despair of people regarding the definitive containment of the disease. However, on the other side, there is a proportion of the Brazilian population that assumes denialism regarding the immunizing effects of vaccines(13). The infodemic surrounding COVID-19 and vaccine hesitation reflect the tension between the scientifically validated risk and the subjectively perceived risk, also influenced by the crisis of trust in science and in the actions of the federal government(12).

In this scenario with intense emotional and workload, nurses dialogued in the CCV, sharing their perceptions about the vaccination campaign. When reflecting on the first generating theme, in which they discussed about the matches or potentialities of the vaccination campaign, elements were unveiled that highlighted the importance of nursing professionals, added to the relevance of teamwork and partnership between teaching and service institutions.

Fortuitously, in this period of pandemic, there is debate about the spotlight focused on nursing, and this appreciation takes place in parallel with the “Nursing Now” campaign, developed mainly in 2020. In this respect, hopes were raised that this distinction will last after the pandemic and the valorization, now explored, has repercussions in the nursing work process, with regard to people management, worker’s safety, remuneration, among many other factors present in the professional context.

It is urgent that, beyond the necessary valorization, nursing finds greater political and social support to reconcile the exercise of permanent training, improving itself for clinical practice, aiming to provide ever-increasing resoluteness in health care(13). In addition, to meet the demand of the National Vaccination Plan, partnerships were reinforced, imprinted by concepts and ideas of teaching and service integration, with cooperation and the structuring of task forces in teamwork during the pandemic period, never being so envisioned(14).

In this COVID-19 vaccination campaign, daily nursing practices were renewed, which provided new learning on a topic around which knowledge has been structured in real time.

It was also necessary to use strategies already established in primary health care services, whose resolution is factual, such as active search and home vaccination, aiming to achieve immunization coverage and provide vaccination to all priority groups, as established by the MS, reorganizing their work processes to achieve positive results(15).

The training apparatus is part of the set of measures to be provided, given the peculiarity of the health context for which knowledge is still totally new(16). Training shall take place before organization itself and the action in a health service that, in this case, also involves the techniques implicated in vaccination and in campaign management(17).

It should be noted that the Pan American Health Organization (PAHO) launched a campaign, in partnership with the MS, aimed at the mental health of professionals who daily experience the collapse of the system in the context of the pandemic. In these settings, vaccination had perceptible psychological effects on the well-being of professionals and emerged renewing hope, encouraging professionals to persist in facing this serious global health crisis(18).

In the reflections on the second generating theme, in which the mismatches experienced in the COVID-19 vaccination campaign were discussed, the participants critically commented on challenges to be overcome, pointing out aspects that denote problems in the work process and that involve different dimensions: management, education, assistance, and politics.

Therefore, when specifying the management of vaccines itself, interference was observed regarding the availability of doses, an assertive definition of the type to be used, considering the existence of two distinct sources distributed in Brazil: Coronavac, produced by Instituto Butantan, and AstraZeneca, from FioRJ. Both vaccines have two doses, with different intervals between them(19), which can lead to confusion in the records and misleading guidance to the community.

Continuing education aimed at this vaccination was perceived as insufficient, lacking technical guidance. It should be noted that the MS defined the National Plan for
Operationalization of COVID-19 vaccination, establishing guidelines as a source of support for Federal Units and municipalities in the planning and development of the vaccination campaign(1). However, the success of this action will only be possible according to the involvement of the three spheres of management in coordinated efforts in the SUS, to achieve adequate care and population adhesion(2).

Although this plan has the objective of equipping management bodies in the operationalization of vaccination, it is worth reflecting that the process occurred suddenly in Brazil, with little time for municipalities to prepare professionals, who learned during the course of the campaign.

In people management, the number of professionals to work in the campaigns was questioned, as well as the expected activity time for each professional and the ambience. Professionals directly and indirectly involved in coping with COVID-19 are daily exposed to the risk of becoming ill, which is associated with working conditions, labor shortage, physical fatigue, and psychological stress due to insufficiency and/or negligence in relation to the protection measures and health care.

For this reason, it is urgent to avoid the reduction of work capacity and quality of care for the population(3). In this regard, it is up to nurses to promote actions that articulate, together with unions, associations, and professional councils, the organization of debates on the loss of labor rights and current forms of work, seeking to improve policies in defense of workers and for better working conditions and salaries(4).

Although nurses are one of the main actors in this scenario and their performance has been recognized by society, their valorization was not. One of the examples is the struggle for rights, such as the minimum wage and the thirty hours a week of work, which have been in Congress for years, without being analyzed and voted on. In addition, the need to organize the vaccination campaign in a short time exposed professional exhaustion and long working hours, as well as the confrontation of situations such as the loss of family members and professional colleagues to COVID-19, which endorses the concern with these professionals’ physical and mental health(5).

In assistance, there were difficulties in communication, which were reflected, above all, in the organization of the active search. Communication is a crucial tool in the entire care process, so that professionals pass on relevant data accurately and clearly, aiming at the continuity of care to individuals and communities. When effective, it is directly linked to the safety of the person being cared for, as it allows the recording of information consistent with the entire care process, which includes active search, besides providing a harmonious work environment, free from damage(6).

In the political sphere, the nurse was also required to confront the “anti-vaccine” movement. This ideological movement is not new, as it began with the Vaccine Revolt, in 1904, and has remained alive until the present day, being a real threat to the population by disseminating information without a scientific basis, through virtual activism. The scarcity of information about the immunization process and people’s lack of discernment about the health-disease process are another challenge for nurses on the front line of immunization practice(7).

It is worth highlighting health education as a fundamental strategy for the development of immunization in society, emphasizing its importance for disease prevention, which promotes vaccination coverage expansion, and raises the population’s awareness regarding self-care(8).

It should be noted that the choice of applying the vaccine as a metaphor to instigate discussions in the CCV was important to bring the study participants closer to reality. However, nursing needs to be recognized in its social role, for its ability to support the achievement of access and universal health coverage, as these professionals acquire scientifically-based skills and knowledge in their training(9), going far beyond the technicist model, aiming at meeting the individuals’ and communities’ health needs.

In the political scenario, it is noteworthy that, historically, nursing is disjointed with regard to the development of the profession and the fight for better working conditions. Therefore, at this moment, it is necessary to raise these professionals’ mobilization and politicization, to achieve greater social recognition and transform reality(10).

In the light of the foregoing, the applicability of the Virtual Culture Circle is unveiled as an innovative space to hold meetings that promote dialogue, reflection, and the emancipation of individuals through mutual learning and the sharing of knowledge and experiences, which can be used in various spheres of the health sector, especially in times of social restrictions.

It is worth noting that the results of this investigation contribute to the evidence-based practice of nurses in the development of the COVID-19 vaccination campaign, encouraging reflections on the matches and mismatches in the care provided to the population. As limitations of the study, there is the challenge of reconciling a time with all nurses to carry out the CCV, due to the accumulation of activities they develop in their work process, especially in coping with COVID-19.

CONCLUSION

In the CCV, nurses shared their experiences in the work process, during the COVID-19 vaccination campaign, in which some potentialities were highlighted, such as the relevance of teamwork, support from other institutions, greater enthusiasm in society, which echoed feelings of hope, motivation, and joy. The applicability of innovative actions such as drive-thru and online scheduling for vaccination was also evident, with the recovery of old activities such as active search and immunization at home, with matches thus emerging in the vaccination operationalization.

The PHC nurses also reflected on the weaknesses in the immunization process, in which challenges emerged, such as the lack of effective communication, difficulties with records and application of the immunobiological, showing a shortage of professionals and specific training to work in the campaign. They also highlighted the anti-vaccination
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